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Ultrabook™ devices now hold a piece of history. Thanks to a three-year partnership 
between Intel and Replay Games, Top Shot, one of History Channel’s most popular 
reality TV shows, is a realistic experience for users running Microsoft Windows* 8 
on Ultrabook devices. Already a popular download for iOS*, the Windows 8 version 
of Top Shot is the most lifelike yet. 

According to Paul Trowe, founder and president of Replay Games, porting Top Shot 
to Windows 8 using the Intel AppUp® SDK has enabled it to tap into the sensors 

that are shipped in today’s Ultrabook 
and tablet devices. And Intel was there 
at every stage of development. “Intel 
collaborated with Replay to implement 
touch and accelerometer support for 
Top Shot,” said Trowe, an industry 
veteran whose credits include King’s 
Quest*, Mech Warrior*, and Grand 
Theft Auto*. “Intel produced sample 
code ready to be dropped into the 
Unity* engine. Replay then integrated 
Top Shot with Intel’s code for touch 
and accelerometer.” Customers can 
now access the app from the Intel 
AppUp® center and download it to their 
Windows 8 devices.

Still highly popular going into its 
fifth season, the Top Shot TV show 
splits 16 contestants into two teams 
of eight, which compete in various 

shooting contests until only one shooter remains. Players vie for a top prize of 
USD $100,000 and the right to be called “Top Shot.” 

In each round of shooting, players are presented with targets to aim and shoot 
at, with points awarded for accuracy and timing. All the guns from the show are 
present in the app. The experience of steering the selected gun’s crosshairs at 
a target is enhanced with motion sensors now available on the latest Intel-
powered Ultrabooks and tablets. “You aim by moving the device around the real 
world looking for targets,” explained Trowe. “This is perfect for the Ultrabook and 
tablets,” he said. For Ultrabook devices, buttons at the lower right and left corners 
of the keyboard control the trigger, the reloading, and the gun’s scope, while 
tablets with touch-enabled screens accept direct input from thumbs. 

The Windows 8 version takes advantage of the capabilities of Intel® HD Graphics, 
which allows faster performance at higher resolutions than handheld versions 
while producing a smooth frame rate for gameplay. By using the Intel® Compiler, 
Trowe said Replay’s developers were able to increase gameplay performance by 
10 percent. “That’s a lot!” said Trowe. 

Introducing the Intel Compiler into Replay’s workflow was simple, according to Trowe. 
“We didn’t have to rewrite anything. We simply re-imported the source tree and 
recompiled; there was an immediate performance increase on the Intel® chipset.”

Trowe said he spotted the trend toward touch-sensitivity in systems about 10 years 
ago and has been building touch-based applications for the last four years. 

“You have to adapt the design of your application to utilize the new interface. 
Some engines, such as Unity, have a plug-in called EZ GUI*, from Above and 
Beyond Software, which enables touch to enhance the user experience on the 
screen. Other developers make their own user interface to implement touch. As 
time progressed, we slowly adapted our designs to incorporate more functionality 
for devices and, to be honest, touch was an easy one.”

Visit the Intel AppUp center (www.appup.com) on a Windows 8 device to 
download the Intel AppUp® client and the Top Shot app.
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History Channel’s Top Shot game for Microsoft Windows* 8 will  
soon sense surroundings

“We didn’t have to 
rewrite anything. We 
simply re-imported 
the source tree and 
recompiled; there 
was an immediate 
performance increase 
on the Intel® chipset.”

—Paul Trowe, founder and 
president, Replay Games


